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About This Game

Ferretkind have traveled outside of their comfort zone to scratch out a living in the inhospitable, but profitable, high seas - filled
with adventure and newly discovered trade goods. This expansion across the ocean grew faster than the law could ever hope to
keep up. Dangerous and ill mannered pirates have scoured the seas unquestioned. Powerful trading guilds have long established
and vigorously defended trade-routes. Only now, after countless years of lawlessness, “The Admiralty” are strengthening their

grasp on this dangerous new world. After spending all of your life savings, you purchase a meager vessel and set sail to this new
world. Which discoveries, alliances, and treasures await you is your choice, captain.

Features:

Naval Combat: Fight off thieving pirates, or sink a trade vessel for their cargo. In order to defeat a superior opponent you will
need patience, cunning, and a little luck.

Trading: Enjoy finding deals and profitable trade routes. Trading offers a slightly less bloody way to amass your treasure.

Exploration: Sail into large storms and get blow to new seas with new islands, ships, and opportunities. Each Island you
discover has potential opportunities for you to gain gold or glory.

Factions: Work for the various factions that control the sea. As you rise through the ranks of each faction you will unlock new
abilities as well as gain access to new customizations.

Customization: Upgrade your vessel improving its capabilities, and appearance, or buy an entirely new vessel. Buy new
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uniforms for your captain and crew, even pirates had a good sense of style.
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Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
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Cryogenic Entertainment
Publisher:
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Despite the overly-simple point-and-click gameplay, I'm surprised at how nice this actually is with its also simple plot and
mechanics.. If ur buyin it becouse of Valentino Rossi do it...
but keep in mind that the GPbikes part of the game is terrible against motogp13-14-15
multiplayer errors...connection to the host has been lost.... blablabla
Buy it if u want to play single player only!Playin online is nearly impossible.... There are even more trolling asshats than in
normal matchmaking bloody♥♥♥♥♥. Game doesn't even work on recent versions of OS X. I wish I could have played and
reviewed the game. However I can't, and DotEmu didn't answer my support request email. Further, since I purchased this over
14 days ago, valve is refusing to refund.

Don't buy. It will be a waste of money.. Dated as ♥♥♥♥ part 2 Electric Buguloo. What a piece of Junk!!!! Before I could even
begin to play the game, it kept changing the resolution of my screen so half the controls and a third of any map displayed was
off the screen. Then the bombshell, it failed time and time again to install updates and then five minutes of waiting for it to
install files before you can begin. Feeling miffed, we were when we then found theres no tutorial mode even if we could play
with a fair proportion of the map, controls and messages missing!!!!!!
This thing would cost too much if it was free!. I NOT CAN PLAY. I wish the music from the beach was playing in the
background constantly but quieter. Anyway, really nice, relaxing game.. Pretty much everything I would expect from a game of
this kind. Sure, there are some inherent issues regarding the state of the game, but on the other hand many aspects have been
addressed since the release, via daily patches. The game has great potential, while the dev is more than open to all suggestions
that could make Age of Gladiators II: Rome a better game.

The mechanics of this game revolve around statistics and menus, and fixing things in those departments shouldn't be that big of
a deal.
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Runs well, plays well but there's no challenge as of september 2018. Props to the one dev for making this game and I hope he
continues to make it worthwhile but unfortunately there are more challenging games elsewhere: Free to play shooters,
multiplayer shooters that have more advanced A.I. for solo gamers, brutal single player shooters like EASY RED which is only
$4. The gameplay mechanics are tight though so I hope the dev does something great with it. This game is frustrating. It keeps
locking up in the middle of playing. I will be an hour into the mission and it will randomly freeze and I will loose my progress..
Good stuff in this pack but it should've been a free update rather than paid DLC.. good game wish it wasnt so laggy
. this game is the reason Day-Z will never leave Alpha. 2 spooky 4 me
-Dean Hall. One of the best games I've ever played in my entire life.

The campaign is more entertaining than a blockbuster movie.

The gameplay is dynamic and fun as hell.. This game is honestly the best game I've ever played, people saying it's dead make it
dead. You gotta have an upbeat and positive attitude and those saying this is dead are only contributing hate and not love. I only
got it for a dollar but I would of gladly paid the full 5. I always say a game must be worth an hour of fun per dollar, but this is at
least 5 dollars worth of fun. The amount of work and excellency required to make this product puts triple AAA developers to
shame. I'll see you on the battlefield, plastics.. Primary school in a nut shell

A man-bun and your so called "career" ruined your career

your sister was written and directed by your next movie and ruined your carriest and is a worse version of
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